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Sparkman & Stephens Annual General Meeting in Barcelona and a sail to Athens
19 June – 14 July 2010
At the plane change in Minneapolis I volunteered my seat my seat to London. I stayed overnight,
permitting a visit with my buddy’s girlfriend, and received the hotel, meals and a $750 flight coupon
for my next trip! An auspicious start!
In a London suburb I stayed two nights at my cousin in law’s home. We joined their eldest daughter
and boyfriend for dinner at a local pub. Their youngest was recovering from an all night Stonehenge
vigil observing the Solstice sunrise with 20,000 others.
I left on the 21st arriving Barcelona midday. The yacht we called home and later sailed to Greece
was located at the Royal Nautical Yacht Club (RNCY =Real Nautic Club de Yachtes) found at the
Columbus Monument (Colombo Mirador) at the foot of the Barcelona’s famous Las Ramblas street.
Astrid, the captain’s wife was already aboard. Keira arrived the next day. From to prior visits we
were already familiar with the famous Gaudi architecture. The Picasso Museum was one stop as we
wandered about.
Joined the next day by Hans (Baccarat’s owner), Marcel, and Rob our KLM pilot friend, and the
band Captain Hans played with for several decades, our crew grew. The annual meeting continues
to be a reunion of renewed friendships, all enamored with S&S yachts. Black Tie night, entertained
by the Band “Klets, our Rotterdam ship mates, we danced and ate. Tapas bar visits, a tour of
Barcelona, and stupendous meals added to the yacht club’s elegance.
After the party Astrid left to join her kids in Rotterdam. Rob returned to Utrecht for his daughter’s
delivery-it didn’t happen by his return in Palermo. Our cruise commenced Monday, 26 July. Crew
was four; Hans, Keira, myself and Marcel Bakker for the first leg. A two night motor and occasional
sail brought us to Carloforte, Italy’s Isola (island) of San Pietro, just west of Sardinia’s southern tip.
The Med’s reputation is correct; little, no, or way too much wind. About this later. We arrived
early. It was warm, sunny and clear. The harbormaster said it was the island’s patron saint day.
Spectacular fireworks filed the night sky. Processions of kids, Orthodox priests marching and
churchy stuff with lots of old folk paraded past our restaurant. We (I just can’t do it justice) ate so
very well

Tough sailing.

Jim & Keira’ first night watch, the full moon rising.

The next two night sail took us south of Calgary, the southern port of Sardinia. Lorna and I visited
in 1976 on our way to Sicily and Malta. We finally arrived at Palermo, Sicily. Marcel left us. Rob
returned and we were joined by Han’s two nieces.
The World’ Soccer Cup championship was the rage the entire trip; here no variation; crowds went
nuts and emotions high. The Dutch team made it to the championships, losing later to Spain. Our
Holland crew was not pleased. Keira attended the TV shows in bars along our cruise. I slept! We
explored the port area, found an open market, replenished our supplies, and wandered.

Palermo appears to have no security problems!

Palermo near the market.

We then had an easy sail to the northeast end of Sicily. Island visits were a luxury with warm, clean
clear blue transparent waters to over 15-20 feet. A nice change from Palermo’s polluted harbor and
bustle of a big city. Always good food in Italy though!

In contrast to city harbors, Med waters are crystal clear. Dolphins jump.

And we swim.

Two islands, Lipari and Vulcano, its top venting steam, gave us swim time as we relaxed with meals
cooked by our captain, so excellent in the galley. Cold wines and beer daily with almost too much
sun added to these pleasures. Then a short sail to Messina, at the north end of the Straits of Messina,
complete with the mandatory World Cup bar visit!
Our sail south through the straits between the Italian toe and Sicily was exciting. Thermal winds
sped us through but then we turned east out of the strait’s local winds. We continued to again
motor, well south of the heel on the way to Greece.

Rob taking a photo as we fly five sails.
Spinnaker, Fore Stays’l, Main, Mizzen Stays’l, and Mizzen.

So stable were we that we frequently dined on the foredeck

MARCEL BAKKER

KEIRA S. KOSS-BAKER

HANS KETTERINGS (our Kapitan)

Near midnight the Med delivered its ominous promise. Winds built throughout the early night, 2530 knots, and short, steep mountainous breaking seas paralleling our course, twisting this heavy 53
foot yacht, making steering near impossible and occasionally dumping green water into the cockpit.
It was Med water at 23-25 Celsius (up to 77 F) much warmer than last year’s North Sea sail Holland
to Edinburgh. It was gruesome. The newest crew was ill; Rob and I were the only active ones.
Steering was exhausting. Keira could help a bit only. The wheel took skill and strength. Wet was
the word, inside and in the cockpit. Crashing waves squirted through the tiniest openings in the deck
and around the mast. We later found a drawer with an inch of water in it!

The seas built throughout the night. By midnight they became short, square, grew steeper,
taller, and breaking, soaking all of us. Holding the course became a fatiguing task.

One advantage of this though was speed. We were all wet and exhausted. We were driven along
often at eight plus (very wet) knots. Approaching Greece on the second night the wild winds lifted.
We finally entered the harbor of Argostoli on the Ionian Island of Kefalonia, the capital and largest
harbor, its entry lights confusing in spite of charts and the chart plotter.
Arriving hours before we expected, 11 pm vs. the anticipated next morning, Hans navigated us in.
We moored Med style at midnight, stern to the wharf with our anchor out from the bow. Given
arrival cold beers from Russians next to us we then collapsed.
The next morning Astrid returned with the Ketterings’ three kids. Keira and I moved ashore to made
space. We found a local waterfront hotel, and remained there two days. Renting a small car we
drove around the tiny island.
We sadly left this beautiful place via a bus-ferry trip to Athens. We visited the new Acropolis
Museum and the Parthenon. Our hotel was in a really bad area. The first night while walking two
thugs grabbed at our necklaces, stealing Keira’s and breaking mine. This area was once the social

center of Greece’s capital; now a center of drug use, prostitution, and drunkenness; occupied by
immigrants (2 of 12 million Greek residents) from Pakistan, Somalia, and other poor nations. I
remember its elegance.
This common and disruptive behavior is creating a prejudice unknown in Greece in earlier years.
We met a woman who owns a restaurant near the Acropolis. She said the changes are horrible.
Certain areas once popular with Greeks are unsafe once dark. Loitering drunks are common. Streets
are littered with needles and syringes. Shooting up in daylight is common. Thievery is frequent.
Greeks won’t go to these areas, once popular social gathering centers. She blames the immigrants
(which appears true).
Two of the twelve million in Greece are of foreign cultures. Somalia, Pakistan and Bangladesh are
the majority. A large number take social support but refuse to assimilate. So many islands make
policing illegal entry impossible. They sneak in, if caught are sent back (at Greece’s expense), and
rapidly return “with a new passport and changed ID.”
This lady has dual nationality, with passports from the US and Greece. She is well aware of US
racial problems and is sensitive to prejudice, but said without hesitation: I don’t care if it is
prejudice. They are the ones who ruined my country and its open, friendly behavior. Now we do
not even know neighbors, we now lock doors and avoid contact, car windows are broken and drugs
are all over. “They are the thieves, maybe just a few, but it is they which did this to Greece.”
This is not an ignorant woman. She is angry, helpless and upset. I cannot argue. She acknowledges
the irrationality of her feelings but is aware of the sad changes wrought by the immigrant population.
After the theft I could commiserate. Our walks were guarded from then on. We eyed with suspicion
any group doing nothing. It changed our comfort level. The contrast with the US in certain
neighborhoods was favorable only that guns are not prevalent, nor physical violence, excepting selfinfliction.
The dilemma seems to be universal. No obvious solution is evident. I saw the similar problem in
Germany. Main train stations, also once social gathering sites, now are occupied by Gastarbeitern
(foreign guest workers) and their descendents, many from counties where women stay at home.
Men loitered, ogled and commented on German women, and drove out the locals.
Result: more prejudicial incitement. My fear is that growing reaction may promulgate restrictive
laws and return Europe to a strictly policed mentality. America too.
Do I see a solution: sadly no.
Like pollution problems, maybe with the passage of time, but only if we have it.
Jim Koss & Keira Stays’l Koss-Baker

